
 

GENERAL RENTAL CONDITIONS

The rental agreement is exclusively stipulated between the client and BTService srl, owner and renter

of the gear.

The rental takes place only under the following conditions:

o the lessee assumes  full  responsibility of  the rented asset presenting an identity  document or  after

being registered in BTService management system at the office;

o the lessee declares to pick-up the rented asset in perfect condition of operation and maintenance; 

o the return of the rented property takes place exclusively in compliance with the times exposed in the

rental shop, in the same place of the pick-up, except for the home service previously agreed;

o in case of theft, loss or total breakage of the rented property, a refund equal to 85% of the price list is

requested, for serious damages the 60% of the price list is requested and for other types of damage

the price list of repairs in force is applied; 

o the replacement of the rented goods is possible with goods of equal or greater value, paying for any

differences in the last case; 

o the rental payment must be done before the pick-up in the rental shop or directly online;

o in case of  non-return or lacked notice of extension within the predetermined day, a notification for

theft against the lessee is automatically exposed; 

o an  early return of  the rented equipment is  possible by returning it  to  the rental  shop without any

request of refund by the tenant;

o in case of tampering of the rented equipment, or any part of it, the customer is entirely responsible for

it, furthermore he is committed to use the rented good only within the limits of the predetermined

function;

o the use of the rented goods is not allowed to persons other than the lessee;

o the custody of the goods must take place in such a way as to avoid exchanges or theft;

o the  rented  equipment  is  not  covered by  assurance,  unless  the  lessee  is  in  possession  of  his  own

insurance;

o in the event of theft, the lessee must make a complaint at the competent police station;

o here below the details in the compensation tables.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES:

Helmet rental As from pricelist SKI SHUTTLE service As for rates

The least hour for ski drop-off in the morning, beyond which the whole day is charged 9.30 am

MAIN DAMAGES/THEFTS PRICE LIST:

INSOLE INJURIES €      45,00 SILVER ski pricelist €   200,00 V2 ski pricelist €   350,00

SHAPE SX ski pricelist €    530,00 GSX/SLX ski pricelist €   650,00 Supershape  ski
pricelist

€   800,00

STICK pricelist €      30,00 BOOTS pricelist €   200,00

 

         

La Direzione 
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